On the form problem of embryonic heart loops, its geometrical solutions, and a new biophysical concept of cardiac looping.
Cardiac looping is an essential process in the morphogenesis of embryonic hearts. Unfortunately, relatively little is known about the form and biophysics of embryonic heart loops. Thompson regarded the form of an object as "a 'diagram of forces' … from it we can … deduce the forces that are acting or have acted upon it." Therefore, the present study was conducted to uncover the best geometrical solution of the form problem of embryonic heart loops. This approach may help to identify the biophysics of cardiac looping. Analysis of the tendrils of climbing plants disclosed striking resemblance between the configurations of embryonic heart loops and a form motif named helical perversion. Helical perversion occurs in helically wound objects where they connect two helical segments of opposite handedness (two-handed helix). Helical perversion evolves in living and non-living filamentary objects such as the tendrils of climbing plants and helical telephone cords. Helical perversion may be the best geometrical solution of the form problem of embryonic heart loops. The dynamics and mechanics of the emergence of helical perversions are relatively well known. The behavior of looping embryonic hearts may be interpreted in light of this knowledge.